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PRODUCT: BRIQUETTES WITH CHARCOAL 
 

 
 

TECHNICAL DATA  
	
 

Description: 
Briquettes made of 80% natural wood and 20% natural charcoal, both from pine. 
 

 

Manufacturing process:  
The wood that comes from forest management plans is selected and conditioned. 

Through a simple process, this wood is then mechanically compacted until the final 

product, without any additive and with its characteristic shape and characteristic 

properties of homogeneity and high calorific value, is obtained. 
 

COMPOSITION:  
80% natural pinewood and 20% natural pine charcoal.  

 
RECOMMENDED USES:  
Widely used for: 

 + Barbecues 

 + Industrial ovens (grills, brasseries, pizzerias…) 

   + Domestic uses (chimneys, boilers, heaters...) 
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MAIN CHARACTERISTICS: 
 + High heating power 
 + Optimum combustion 
 + Maximum cleaning and very low ash generation. Easy handling 

 + Good dosage of the fire demanded 

 + Simple and clean storage 

+ Environmentally friendly, made of virgin wood and charcoal that come from 

sustainable forest management  

+ Delivery in cardboard boxes 
 
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS*: 

 + High heating power: 6,400 kcal/kg 
 + Humidity: < 6% 
 + Ash: < 2% 
 + Approximate weight: 1.82 kg/un. 
 + Approximate dimensions: Length: 26 cm / Diameter: 9 cm 
 + Density: > 1,190 kg/m3 
 
PACKAGING: 
 + Printed and sealed cardboard boxes with 14.5 Kg (8 briquettes) 

- Pallets of approx. 1,000 kg, with PE plastic cover and baled with shrink film 
+ Printed and sealed cardboard boxes with 7.25 Kg (4 briquettes) 

- Pallets of approx. 1,000 kg, with PE plastic cover and baled with shrink film 
+ Possibility of package customization (preliminary feasibility study required) 

 
  
*Non-binding technical specifications 
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HOW TO USE: only in 3 STEPS 

Fired: 

 + Break the briquette 

 + Add an ignition tablet or similar (it improves the starting process) 

 + Fire the mix 

 

Storage in a cool and dry place 

    

QUALITY AND LOGISTICS: 

We apply the main European regulations of those countries where the use of briquettes 

is more widespread. In addition, the compliance of our Internal Quality standards is 

guaranteed both by our Quality Management system and the support of external 

Technical Institutions 

 

 

 

 
FOR ANY DOUBT, PLEASE CONTACT OUR TECHNICAL DEPARTMENT  


